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NOTE AND COMMENT
D . A Oay Juncumrv.-The widespread interest in this ntw form of
remedial instrument, which was. somewhat dashed by the recent decision of
the Michigan Supreme. Court 'n Amwmy v. Grand Ropds.Ry. Co. (r920),
211 Mich. 59, holding declaritoty relief to b! non-judicial and -outside the
constitutional power of 'courts (9igMicH. LAw Rzv. 86), has been revived
by the action of'the legislature of. Kansas in enacting a derlaratory judgment statute almost identical with the .Michigan act.. This was done with
full knowledge of the decision in the .4mmy case, and inasmuch -as it is
well known that some of the judges oti'the Supreme Court of Kansas have
taken an"active interest in advocating this reform, it is fair to assume that
the act is likely tQ escape the constitutionalguillotine" The English judges.
have for two geneiations or m9re been the.chief proponents of English procedural.reform," and nothing *ould be more universally welcomed in this
country than the generous participation and leadership of our high. judges
in the efforts of'the public to. make'the administration of justice .more respoksive to social needs.The new Kansas act; known as the -Hegle-Hfarvey Bill, was signed by
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the goternor on February 17, i92!, to become almost immediately operative.
The text of the act, which may be compared with the Michigan act (Pub.
A;ts, xg2o, *o. i5o), printed in full in 17 Micnic,, LAW RzvEw 68 is as
follows:
AN ACT Relating to Declaratory Judgmets.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas:
ScioN i. In cses of actual controversy, courts of record, within the
scope of their respective, jurisdictions, shall have power to make binding
adjudications'of right, whether or not consequential relief is, or at the time
coyuld be, claimed, and no action or proceeding shall be open to objection
on the ground that a judgment or order merely declaratory of right is
prayed for.. *Controversies involving the interpretation of deeds, wills, other
instruments of writing, statutes, municipal ordinances, and other governmental regulations,. may lie so determined, and this enumeration does. not
exclude other instances of actual antagonistic assertion and denial of right.
SrCiox 2. Declaratory .judgments may be obtained and reviewed as
other judgments, according to the code of civil.procedure.
SECToN 3. Further relief based on a declaratory judgment may be

granted whenever necessary or proper. The application shall be by pet.tion
to a court having jurisdiction to grant the relief. If the application b
deemed sufficient, -the court shall, on reasonable notice, require any adverse
party whose rights have been adjudicated by the declaration of right to show
cause why further relief should not be granted forthwith.
Swcnom 4. When a declaration of right or the granting of further relief
based thereon shall involve the determination of issues .of fact triable by a
jury, such issues may be submitted to a jury in the form of interrogatories,
with proper instructions by the court, whether a general verdict be required
or not.
SEcox _. The parties to a proceeding to obtain a declaratory judgment
may stipulate with reference to the allowance of'costs, and in the absence
of such stipulation the court may make such an award of'costs as may seem
equitable and just.
SEcTnoN 6. This act is declared to be remedial; its purpose is to afford
relief from the uncertainty and insecurity attendant upon controversies over
legal rights, without requiring one of the parties.interested so-to invade the
rights asserted by the -otber as to entitle him to maintain an ordinary
action therefor; and it is to be liberally interpreted and administered, with
a view to making the courts more serviceable to the people..
SECtmoN 7. This. act shall take effect on publication in the official state

paperThis act in terms. confines the power of making binding declarations of
rights to'"actual controversies," a limitation which is doubtless inherent and
upon which the English courts have always acted in administering this remedy. It expressly includes "statutes, municipal ordinances and other governmental regulations" among the subjects for declaratory. interpretation, which
is probably an improvement upon the Michigan act, which included them
only by implication, as the English rules do. And it makes dearly specific
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its purpose io enable parties to know -their legal rights without requiring,
as the law has heretofore generally required, the commission or threat of a

wrongful act as a condition precedent to judicial action.
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